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Vocabulary 

 با توجه به تصاویر جاهای خالی را کامل کنید.

1) We can keep our body healthy by doing daily…………………. 

2) Gahar…………is famous for its clear water.

3) They are ……………… the fire. 

4) We are going to visit the…………………tomorrow morning. 

A 
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با کلمات داده شده جمالت زیر را کامل کنید. 

(drop-natural-healthy-died out-instead of) 

5) The Persian lion………….. about 75 years ago. 

6) There was a……………..of paint on the child’s shirt. 

7) You should study your lessons ………… watching too much TV. 

8) It is………….. for a mother to feel sad when her children leaves her. 
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Grammar 

 گزینه صحیح را انتخاب کنید.

Next month, my French friend (9) (comes- will come) to Iran. She (10) (lives- will 

live) in France. We (11) (are going to visit- visit) a wild life museum in Tehran. She 

is a rich woman and she has (12) (much- more) money than me. 
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13) I had a car accident yesterday. I think it was…………… day of the week. 

a) as bad as b) worse than c) the worst d) the worse

D 
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14) Ali is 16 years old. Amin is 16 years old. Ali is……………. Amin. 

a) older than b) the oldest c) old d) as old as

15) Don’t eat too much fast food. Homemade foods are..……Pizza and hamburger. 

a) healthier than b) healthy c) the healthiest d) more healthy

16) The boy is carrying two………….. bags. 

a) red big plastic b) big red plastic

c) plastic red big d) big plastic red
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Writing 

E 
  بنویسید.  پنج غلط گرامری میباشد. چهار غلط را پیدا کنید و شکل صحیح آنرا در جای مربوطه متن زیر دارای

My name is mohammad Alavi. I live with my parents and two sister. I’m from 

Shiraz. It is a beautiful city and it has a lot of famous place. Every year many man and 

women visit our city. Yesterday I talked with a English tourist. It was really funny! 

17)………….. 18)…………… 19)………………    20)………………. 
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 F با توجه به تصاویر دیکته کلمات ناقص را کامل کنید.

21) I went to Golestan (f_ _ _ _ _) last year.

22) There are many different types of (m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ).

23) Water is a type of (l _ _ _ _ _ ).
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24) They are helping the (i_ _ _ _ _ _) animal.
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 متن زیر را بخوانید صفت های متن را پیدا کنید و آنها را در ستون مناسب بنویسید.

Alfredo is an Italian tourist. He has a blue modern car. He loves reading books 

about planets. He has a lot of information about planets. He knows that Mars is 

rocky and Jupiter is the biggest planet. 

G 

age nationality material color 

25)……………. 26)……………… 27)……………… 28)…………… 
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متن زیر را بخوانید اسم های متن را پیدا کنید و آنها را در ستون مناسب بنویسید.

Elham is my classmate. Yesterday we went to the cinema. We watched a movie 

about wild animals such as tigers and Iranian cheetahs. A hunter wanted to kill 

them. We got sad and we hope that they are not going to hunt animals any more. 

H 

Place common noun idea Proper noun 

29)……………. 30)……………… 31)……………… 32)…………… 

Reading 

I .متن زیر را بخوانید و به سواالت پاسخ دهید 

Penguins are amazing birds. They go on a very long trip every year. Hundreds 

of penguins get together and walk more than 100 kilometers. They walk to find a 

safe place for the mother to lay eggs. Fathers take care of the eggs and mothers 
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walk to the sea to find food for their chicks. 

Fathers keep the eggs on their feet because it is too cold on the ice. After 64 

days the eggs hatch. The parents go on a lot of trip to find food for the chicks. 

When  the  chicks  are  4  months  old,  the  parents  leave   them  to  take  care  of 

themselves, and they return to the sea. 

33) Penguins walk to find a safe place to take care of their chicks.
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a) True b) False

34) Fathers keep the eggs on their feet because it’s too cold on the ice.

a) True b) False

35) When an egg hatches, a chick…………….. . 

a) leaves its parents b) finds a safe place

1 c) comes out d) goes on a long trip

36) The underlined pronoun “them” in the seventh line refers to……………… 

a) parents b) chicks c) penguins d) fathers

37) When do penguins leave the chicks?

2 
38) Why do penguins make a long trip every year?
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